Student ambassadors will be responsible for:

- Learning about design thinking and being involved in promotional workshops
- Creating and executing marketing activities to increase awareness of SC4D
- Leveraging your student network and knowledge to enhance marketing tactics
- Handing out flyers and promotional items at events; speaking at registered student organization meetings; other activities as needed
- Assisting in identifying what activities and events should be held now and once the building is created
- Assisting in establishing campus partnerships under direction from the Director of SC4D
- Assisting in putting processes in place for use of the equipment and building amenities
- Familiarizing yourself and becoming an expert on all details for SC4D and act as an “information desk” for others who have questions

Visit go.illinois.edu/SC4D by Sept. 12 to submit a cover letter and resume.

We will contact you about the possibility of attending a briefing session and interview.
The new Siebel Center for Design (SC4D) will serve as a hub that inspires our campus community to discuss, question, dream, invent, create, and innovate. For students of all majors. SC4D will feature:

- Café and Open Gathering Spaces
- Help Desk & Information Kiosks
- Collaborative Learning Spaces
- Meeting & Presentation Spaces
- Low Resolution Prototyping Studios
- Wearables & Light Electronics Workshop
- 3D Printing Workshop
- Metals/CNC Workshop
- Audio/Video Recording Studios
- VR Studio
- Storage & Equipment Checkout

GET INVOLVED NOW BEFORE THE BUILDING IS EVEN OPEN! (Coming Spring 2020)

- Apply for internships: We’re seeking student interns of any major to help bootstrap programs
- Attend workshops on design center courses and programs, and other events
- Apply to host a workshop in the interim space
- Learn more at designcenter.illinois.edu

LOCATION
Bordered by Fourth St., Sixth St., and E. Peabody Dr., and between Huff Hall and the Art + Design Bldg.